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Fortunes and Dreams a Practical Manual of Fortune, Telling, Divination and the
Interpretation of Dreams, Signs and Omens (Classic Reprint)
"The Golden Wheel Dream-book and Fortune-teller" by Felix Fontaine. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.

Fortune-Telling Book of the Zodiac
The latest addition to the bestselling Fortune-Telling series, this ebook divines auspicious signs
and offers whimsical insights into all things color. Those hoping to brighten their fortunes will
learn the portents of chromatic combinations, the meaning behind color auras, and the
astrology of various hues. Featuring an extensive color catalog with vibrantly illustrated
interiors, this treasure makes a lovely gift for housewarmings, color enthusiasts, and anyone
searching for a little extra luck in life.

Fortune-Telling Book of Colors
Are you prepared to see into your future? Since time immemorial, human beings have tried to
understand the forces of fate through a variety of imaginative and mystical means. Whether it's
reading tea leaves, using tarot, palmistry, or crystal ball gazing, the history of fortune-telling is
a long and fascinating one. Michael Johnstone examines well-known techniques from around
the world in this enlightening guide. You never know, perhaps one of these ancient forms of
divination will reveal hidden secrets and point
you in the direction of your dreams.
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The Fortune Teller's Daughter
The latest addition to the best-selling Fortune-Telling series (450,000 copies sold), this gift
book for expectant mothers divines the secrets about the baby they carry. From determining
the baby's sex and temperament to decoding dreams and omens associated with pregnancy,
this little book is a perfect way for moms-to-be and baby shower guests to consult with the
cosmos.

The Universal Dream Book
Reading Russian Fortunes examines the huge popularity and cultural impact of fortune-telling
among urban and literate Russians from the eighteenth century to the present. Based partly on
a study of the numerous editions of little fortune-telling books, especially those devoted to
dream interpretation, it documents and analyses the social history of fortune-telling in terms of
class and gender, at the same time considering the function of both amateur and professional
fortune-telling in a literate modernizing society. Chapters are devoted to professional fortunetellers and their clients, and to the publishers of the books. An analysis of the relationship
between urban fortune-telling and traditional oral culture, where divination played a very
significant role, leads on to a discussion of the underlying reasons for the persistence of
fortune-telling in modern Russian society.

Fontaine's Golden Wheel Fortune Teller and Dream Book
The Model Book of Dreams - fortune teller, and epitome of parlor entertainments is an
unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1864. Hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions,
cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we focus on the preservation
of historical literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as
antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of
literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future.

The Witches' Dream Book; and Fortune Teller
The Ten of ClubsDenotes great riches to come speedily from an unexpected source; but also
threatens that you will at the same time lose some very dear friend.On the Nails of the
FingersBroad nails show the person to be bashful, fearful, but of gentle nature. Queries About
Fortunate DaysFair Venus Friday does approve, And on that day prosper love. This "Book of
Fate" is said to be a perfect facsimile of the one used by Napoleon, and was supposedly
consulted by him on every important occasion. It permits fortune telling by dice; fortunate and
unfortunate days; behaviors; the lines and forms of the face, hair, and eyes; as well as fortune
telling by cards, palms, and coffee grounds in a cup. Last but not least, it provides spells,
charms, and incantations, as well as signs of a speedy marriage, and ways to choose good
husbands and wives. The book admonishes Napoleon for not following its advice more closely:
"Happy had it been for him had he abided or been ruled by the answers of this Oracle."

Napoleon's Lucky Dream Book
Warned by a Hong Kong fortune-teller not to risk flying for a whole year, Tiziano Terzani — a
vastly experienced Asia correspondent — took what he called “the first step into an unknown
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world. . . . It turned out to be one of the most extraordinary years I have ever spent: I was
marked for death, and instead I was reborn.” Traveling by foot, boat, bus, car, and train, he
visited Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, China, Mongolia, Japan, Indonesia,
Singapore, and Malaysia. Geography expanded under his feet. He consulted soothsayers,
sorcerers, and shamans and received much advice — some wise, some otherwise — about
his future. With time to think, he learned to understand, respect, and fear for older ways of life
and beliefs now threatened by the crasser forms of Western modernity. He rediscovered a
place he had been reporting on for decades. And it reinvigorated him. The result is an
immensely engaging, insightful, and idiosyncratic journey, filled with unexpected delights and
strange encounters. A bestseller and major prizewinner in Italy, A Fortune-Teller Told Me is a
powerful warning against the new missionaries of materialism. From the Hardcover edition.

The Gypsy Queen Dream Book and Fortune Teller (Divination Series)
Filled with practical advice, gypsy folklore, and both ancient and modern divinations, this
lavishly illustrated primer reveals the future to all those who believe and shows how to employ
crystal balls, tea leaves, and playing cards to predict the future. Full color.

Napoleon's Book of Fate
What's in a name? It doesn't take a crystal ball to find out—this delightful book unlocks the
secrets held within hundreds of names. Each entry features a personalized fortune, uncovering
whether a name foretells health, wealth, or happiness. And for further divination, there are also
fun extras such as name origin, spelling variations, popular names throughout history, and a
primer on the art of numerology. Featuring charming vintage illustrations, this luxe volume is
sure to cast a spell over anyone who sees it and makes a great gift for expecting parents!

The Mystic Oracle, Or, the Complete Fortune-Teller and Dream Book
Fortune-Telling Book for Brides
Find the answers to your burning questions now without the time-consuming tea brewing or
palm reading—just call on the universe and flip to a page to find exactly what you’re looking
for! Frustrated with tarot cards? Sick of drinking tea? Then Instant Fortune-Teller provides
exactly what you need: a collection of carefully divined fortunes and predictions, laid out by the
universe to lead you directly to your answer. Simply set your intention, call on the universe,
and open to your message—no shuffling, star gazing, or pendulums needed! Some of the
messages you may find include: “Optimism and boundless energy fill your interactions today.”
“You’re feeling flirty and conversational, but ultimately you’re just having fun, not looking for
anything serious.” “Use your powers of flexibility and freedom to drive your future.” No matter
where you are or what your schedule is like, you can find the instant answers that will help you
make decisions about your future without wasting a single moment!

Fortune Telling With Cards
Hardened skeptics and true believers alike will delight in this one-volume presentation of two
timeless references of the occult. Zadkiel's dream book offers a dictionary-style guide to
interpreting your nighttime visions: To dream of standing in a carpeted room "denotes
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advancement to a state of riches," but watch out for mice, which indicate "many intermeddling
enemies and slanderers"! Sibly's handbook on fortune telling promises "never-failing means for
ladies to obtain good husbands, and husbands good wives" and reveals the secrets of
astrology, physiognomy, palmistry, and other arts of divination.Londoner RICHARD JAMES
MORRISON (1795-1874), aka Zadkiel, was among the first pop astrologers. His annual
yearbook, first called The Herald of Astrology and later Zadkiel's Almanac, began publication in
1830 and was the first work in the field to appear in editions of tens of thousands of
copies.English physician, alchemist, and astrologer Ebenezer Sibly (1751-1800) also wrote A
New and Complete Illustration of the Occult Sciences and The Complete Illustration of the
Celestial Art of Astrology.

Complete Fortune-teller and Dream-book, Or, An Infallible Guide to the Hidden
Decrees of Fate
Decipher dreams, symbols and signs to deepen self-knowledge and to make most of future
opportunities.

Old Gipsy's Dream Book and Fortune Teller and Napoleon's Book of Fate
NOW A USA TODAY AND LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER From the award-winning
author of The Memory Painter comes a sweeping and suspenseful tale of romance, fate, and
fortune. Semele Cavnow appraises antiquities for an exclusive Manhattan auction house,
deciphering ancient texts—and when she discovers a manuscript written in the time of
Cleopatra, she knows it will be the find of her career. Its author tells the story of a priceless
tarot deck, now lost to history, but as Semele delves further, she realizes the manuscript is
more than it seems. Both a memoir and a prophecy, it appears to be the work of a powerful
seer, describing devastating wars and natural disasters in detail thousands of years before
they occurred. The more she reads, the more the manuscript begins to affect Semele’s life. But
what happened to the tarot deck? As the mystery of her connection to its story deepens,
Semele can’t shake the feeling that she’s being followed. Only one person can help her make
sense of it all: her client, Theo Bossard. Yet Theo is arrogant and elusive, concealing secrets
of his own, and there’s more to Semele’s desire to speak with him than she would like to admit.
Can Semele even trust him? The auction date is swiftly approaching, and someone wants to
interfere—someone who knows the cards exist, and that the Bossard manuscript is tied to her.
Semele realizes it’s up to her to stop them: the manuscript holds the key to a two-thousandyear-old secret, a secret someone will do anything to possess.

Fortune-Telling Book of Dreams
An intricately designed book and card set draws on the traditions of traveling gypsies and
invites readers to learn about their prospects in the realms of love, career, and happiness by
posing questions to fortune-telling cards and referring to the accompanying text for answers.
20,000 first printing.

Instant Fortune-Teller
Consult the Oracle
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This is a new release of the original 1923 edition.

Napoleon's Book of Fate and Oraculum
Learn to tell fortunes with dice and playing cards, divine the future from tea leaves, read palms,
interpret dreams, and more with this little gem of occult knowledge from 1863.

Reading Russian Fortunes
"Fortunes and Dreams" by Astra Cielo. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Fortune-Telling Book for Moms-to-Be
Poetry. "The poems in Geoffrey Woolf's new book -- wise, sly, wry, and often outrageously
funny -- are based (rather loosely, I imagine) on Fontaines's Golden Wheel Fortune Teller and
Dream Book (1862). Before Dr. Freud explored dreams as the royal road to the unconscious,
Dr. Fontaine explored dreams as the royal road to wealth, since the numerical equivalents of
his dream images became the numbers one could bet in the lottery. As the good doctor himself
explains, the poet 'proposed that he should compile some of the great achievements I have
facilitated for my readers and reconstruct the dreams they must have dreamed in order for my
work to deliver them to fortune.' The result, a dazzling range of forms from sonnets to prose
poems, may not make you rich, but will certainly lead you to contemplate the incongruities,
absurdities, and occult truths which constitute (to cite another work of Dr. Freud) the
psychopathologies of everyday life. In other words, Geoffrey Woolf's got your number."
--Norman Finkelstein

Mehmet Alis Oriental Dream Interpretation
“If you sing before breakfast you will cry before supper' In their own words, what it meant for
Victorians to dream of actors, April Fools, herrings or a railway ticket – why it was advised to
throw a black snail by its horns over the left shoulder for good luck – and why it is essential to
inform bees of a death in the family. “If one drops a knife, a woman is coming; a fork, a man is
coming; a spoon, a fool.” Tappings on tables, questionable curatives, old wives' tales and
whispers from beyond the grave – Victorians were fascinated by the supernatural. Consult the
Oracle was where they might have turned when they needed to identify a witch, interpret an
omen or dream, required a natural cure or wanted to divine their future with a pack of cards –
or simply wished to understand what the supernatural meant to them and their ancestors. First
published in 1899, it offered a layman's guide to 'matters magical and mysterious', and today is
a quirky glimpse of a supernatural age now lost, by turns haunting and hilarious.

The Golden Wheel Dream-book and Fortune-teller
The Golden Wheel Dream-book and Fortune-teller
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After years of moving from place to place with her fortune-teller mother, Sabine Heartwood has
settled in a sleepy New England town, but her new-found quiet life is about to be upset. Sabine
has fallen in love with Dan Smith, who has returned to his hometown to deal with family affairs.
Meanwhile, Sabine's mother appears without warning, ready to discuss the family's mysterious
past. Then, in a vision of a painful family secret, Sabine is revisited by the psychic gift she has
so vehemently rejected.

Old Arrah's Oriental Dream Book and Fortune-teller, with Napoleon's Oraculum
"The Witches' Dream Book; and Fortune Teller" by A. H. Noe. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.

The Egyptian Dream-book and Fortune-teller
Excerpt from Fortunes and Dreams a Practical Manual of Fortune, Telling, Divination and the
Interpretation of Dreams, Signs and Omens There is a Latin saying that Fortune fras trates,
single-handed, the plans of learned men. There are moments in the lives of each Of us when
we do not seem to be masters of our actions, but are led by blind chance into paths which
bring suc cess or failure in Spite of our own individual efforts. We stand in awe before a power
which seems inimical to us, or rejoice over a series of coincidences that boost us into fame and
fortune. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page,
may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.

Gypsy Fortune Telling Cards
The Fortune Teller
For as long as we have been having dreams, mankind has been attempting to decipher them.
Dreams are often considered important, powerful omens as evidenced by their many
appearances in the Bible and in other religions worldwide. The Universal Dream Book has
been a favorite for more than century. Zadkiel takes the most common dream symbols of his
time and lists them in order, alphabetically, making this a dream dictionary. It accurately
reveals what many symbols, animals and events truly mean when we dream them. This book
is highly recommended for those engaged in dream research or who wish to explore the inner
worlds more clearly.

The Book of Fortune Telling
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Mehmet Alis Oriental Interpretation of Dreams is a lengthy and interesting work of fortune
telling which combines dream interpretation, an elaborate oracle, phrenology, zodiacal
material, and folk charms. It is not dissimilar from Napoleons Oraculum and similar
works.While the ascribing of this work to Arabic magick is not compelling, it is a great example
of mid 19th century parlor prognostication and a formidable occult text for those who utilize
dreams to help guide actions.

The Dream Book
A great addition to the bestselling Fortune-Telling series, this charming book reveals the
secrets written in the night sky with month-by-month fortunes and predictions based on
Western and Chinese zodiac symbols. Covering everything from money and careers to love
and friendships, this little book provides a fun and easy way to consult with the cosmos.

The Universal Dream Book
A Fortune-Teller Told Me
This short book on fortune telling, is an essential read if you want to learn about cartomancy.
Within it’s pages it covers a diverse amount of methods for classic styles of reading. There is a
short two-chapter section at the end about the Tarot. Described are several different spreads,
including the 32-card method, the French and Italian methods, the Grand Star, and Etteilla's
Tarot spread. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing many of
these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Astrology & Fortune Telling
THE GYPSY QUEEN DREAM BOOK And FORTUNE TELLER By Madame Juno the Gypsy
Queen. This fascinating book has been out of print for many years and is now very hard to find
in early editions. OBSCURE PRESS have now re-published it using the original text. "Madame
Juno, the Gypsy Queen, gives the true interpretation of every dream you are likely to have.
She has striven to avoid that most provoking quality about dream-books, the error of omission.
She has aimed at completeness." Within the book's 256 pages are 185 pages dealing with
dream interpretations, and also detailed chapters on: - How to Tell Fortunes by Dominoes. - By
Dice. - By Cards. - By Tea-Leaves or Coffee Grounds. - By Moles. - Fortunes Told From the
Hand. - The Moon. - Judgments Drawn from the Moon's Age. - Charms and Ceremonies. Charms, Spells and Incantations, - Fortune Telling Games with Cards. To the book has also
been added the Oraculum or Book of Fate, which Napoleon confessed that he was often in the
habit of consulting. This unusual and thought-provoking book will appeal to all with an interest
in the art of divination.

A Handbook of Dreams and Fortune-Telling
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value
to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is
never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
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originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve
its true nature.

The Model Book of Dreams
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1922 Edition.

Fortune-Telling Book of Names
The perfect gift for any bride-to-be, this book reveals how to bring good fortune to any wedding
celebration. Unveiling the true meaning behind everything from flower varieties and color
combinations to auspicious wedding dates and symbols of affection, it illuminates what each
preparation and promise foretells for the bride and groom. Filled with charming illustrations and
other traditional information, this is the ideal present to bring along to an engagement party or
bridal shower.

Fortune Teller and Dreamer's Dictionary
Inspired by a vintage book, this delightful guide deciphers dreams to predict the future. It
compiles over 1,000 dream symbols and reveals what they portend for the dreamer. This
handy little book is irresistible to pick up; its content is so compelling, it's impossible to put
down.

Fortunes and Dreams
The latest addition to the bestselling Fortune-Telling series (more than 450,000 sold), this
pocket-sized book divines auspicious signs, personalized fortunes, and time-tested spells for
attracting love and keeping the flames of affection alight. Yearning hearts will learn the portents
of birthmarks and feng shui for fostering love in the home. With vintage-inspired illustrations by
Grady McFerrin, gilded edges, and a ribbon page marker, this charming gift book is the perfect
token for anyone searching for love, and for those lucky enough to have found it.

Fortune-Telling Book of Love
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Fortune-Telling Book
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From the author of the popular Fortune-Telling Book comes a beautifully illustrated primer that
opens the secret world of dreams and imparts her magic to dreamers everywhere. Full color.
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